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ABSTRACT: This is a case study concerning effects of increasing internal distances
among columns in 87500 cubic meter reinforced concrete water storage tank in Water
supply to petrochemical special zone area project in Iran. In this project engineers were
asked to research and find which distances among columns is more efficient to construct
water storage tanks and what are the effects of increasing distances from normal distances
(about 4 to 5 meters) on walls, roof and slab of storage tank. To investigate the
possibility of increasing the spaces among columns and the effects new models were
created in the SAP application and these variations were investigated. Finally the effects
of these changes on bending moment and internal forces was calculated and the results
analyzed. The significant effect of column numbers and their distances on thickness of
walls and roof and the reinforcement of them carried out.

1 INTRODUCTION
These days lifelines play very important roles in human life, drinking water storage tanks are one of
the most significant parts of water distribution systems. There are different regulations to design water
thanks in various countries which are concerned different values and limitations to design and controls
water tanks safety. Reinforced concrete tanks have been used for water and wastewater storage and
treatment for decades. Structural engineers were required to design a variety of square, round, and oval
reinforced concrete structures that may be above, below, or partially below ground. Design of
reinforced concrete tanks requires attention not only to strength requirements, but also to crack control
and durability. To investigate the possibility of increasing the spaces among columns and the effects
new models are created in SAP application and these variations are investigated.
Finally the effects of these changes on bending moment and internal forces are calculated and the
results analyzed. This storage has more than 20 segments but just segment A1 Figure 1 is studied as an
example because each segment individually could reveal those effects which were considered. With
increasing distances among columns from 5 to 6 m and 6.25 m, obviously some changes happened on
the geometry of the reservoir, loads and bending moments of reservoir’s elements, the purpose of this
research is to study these changes, and compare results of these changes. The models are applied with
similar loading, load combinations and analysis. Water level in the reservoir is 6.2m Static and
dynamic forces of water have been calculated on this level by considering the Iranian code to calculate
and design a water storage tank (Code 123) 40cm thickness walls and floor and roof thickness of 25cm
are taken. Reinforcement area in these models was designed based on ACI. Design and load
combinations were based on ultimate strength method.
The specific compounds studied here, including dead load, live load and lateral seismic forces and
dynamic forces. There are 25 columns in this segment which were located in 5 m distances in two
ways and the length of shear wall is 5 m. The surrounding wall has 7 supports in one way and 6 in
another, in the second model distances are increased to 6 m and 6.25 and supports decrease to 6 and 5
respectively.
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Figure 1. Segment A, Storage Tank- First Model
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Figure 2. Segment A , Storage Tank- Second model

2 GEOMETRIC CHANGES
Comparing Figures 1 and 2, increasing in the distance between the columns lead to a decrease in the
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number of columns and the growth in the llength of sheear walls is notable. Thee number off columns
reduced from 25 coolumns to 15
5 columns, but in orderr to preserve the symm
metry of the reservoir
geometryy, there is alsso a need to maintain
m
equual intervals in
i the roof. Itt is essential to increase the
t length
of shear walls in botth directions to prevent m
more deflecttion of the ro
oof slab as th
the reason off deleting
columns on increasing bay of lo
oading on rooof slabs. Fo
or example, the length oof shear wallls in this
segment increased too 4.5m, and this
t increasee in the numb
ber of colum
mns didn’t haas significantt effect in
the volum
me of concreete and reinfo
orcement.
ncreasing disstance amon
ng columns at the bottom slab of thhe tank
2.1 Thee effect of in
At the boottom slab moments
m
in different
d
areaas increased and
a this increement is aboout 10 tons - meters in
some areeas, equivaleent to an incrrease of 9 ݉ ଶ bars area per
p one meteer. For examp
mple, in the mentioned
m
area (Figgures3 & 4), moment inccreased from
m about 30 to
on-meter at first
f
model too about 40 to
on-meter,
actually,, the amount of reinforcem
ment requireed increased from 27 ݉ଶto
t 36 ݉ଶ (eqquations baseed on 123
code).In fact, an inccrease of ab
bout 30 perccent of the required rein
nforcement routes. Certtainly the
moment increase in area
a
of betw
ween columnss had maxim
mum changes and under ccolumn was less.
l
This
change hhappened for positive an
nd negative moments an
nd affects bo
oth above annd below lay
yer of the
bottom sslab’s bars.
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Figure 3. Momen
nt 1-1, First Model
M
(Ton-M
Meter)
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Figurre 4. Momentt 1-1 Second Model
M
(Ton-M
Meter)

2.2 Effe
fects of risingg distances of
o columns aat roof of storage tank
Due to tthe low thickkness of the roof, increasing distancees of column
ns had the hhighest effectt on roof.
Width looading was increased
i
fro
om 25݉ଶ to 37.5݉ଶ and moment rosse approximaately 35 perccent. The
average increasing of percentagee of bars wass different fro
om 10 to 35 percent. Forr example, in
n the area
shown inn the (figurees5&6), mom
ment increaseed from abo
out 5 ton-metter at first m
model to abo
out 8 tonmeter,. IIncreasing thhe distance between
b
the ccolumns and
d rose impactt load on rooof leads to more
m
bars
and, if innsufficient thhickness of ro
oof is considdered necessaary to increase the thicknness of roof, so due to
increase of thicknesss, all static and
a dynamicc loads increease and obv
viously moree bars must design to
tolerate m
moments duee to these inccrements.
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Figure 5. Momen
nt 1-1, First Model
M
(Ton-M
Meter)

M
(Ton-M
Meter)
Figure 6. Moment 1-1, Second Model
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2.3 Thee effect of in
ncreasing thee distance aamong the co
olumns on th
he walls
Increasinng distance on
o the walls also affects surrounding
g walls and increases
i
mooment to 4 to
on-meter.
For exam
mple, momennt at 2-2 direection was inncreased from
m 12 ton-metter mention aat figure 7, to
t 16 tonmeter. T
These changees indicate an
n increase of about 30 perrcent of the required
r
barss in the wallss.

Figurre 7. Momentt 2-2 , First Model
M
(Ton-M
Meter)

Figuree 8 . Moment 2-2 , Second Model (Ton--Meter)
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3 CONCLUSION
In rectangular reinforced concrete water storage tanks shell elements must resist lateral loads, static
pressure and dynamic load due to water height , shear walls help this system to resist dynamic loads,
columns must tolerate the gravity loads and also any loads due to water pressure, most of regulations
introduce some regular distances for column placing in tanks as the results of various designing and
construction of water tanks, but a little studies has been done on optimization of these distances and
effect of that on total costs of construction. Comparing the two models, it can be concluded that
increasing distances between the columns, some changes happened in the distribution of forces on
elements and their portion from forces. Increasing distances does not help us to decrease the bars areas
which are required because on the other way we have to increase the length of shear walls or supports
and so it does not have any efficient effect. Generally, in most area, it can be observe that an increase
happened in moment which leads to the increase of bars quantity. Increasing columns distance will
reduce the quantity but at the same time areas of reinforcement bars the quantity will increase.
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